Masked prey
by John Sandford
When a Senator's daughter discovers that an unknown extremist has
been posting pictures of politicians' kids online beside vicious but legal
ideological rants, Lucas Davenport is summoned by influential
Washington leaders to prevent dangerous attacks on their children.

Thin ice : a mystery
by Paige Shelton
The best-selling author of the Scottish Bookshop Mysteries presents a
first entry in a new series that finds a best-selling writer escaping from
an obsessed fan by hiding in Alaska, where she is embroiled in a local
murder case.

A fatal lie : an Inspector Ian Rutledge mystery
by Charles Todd
Dispatched from London to investigate the discovery of an
unidentified body in a peaceful Welsh village, Ian Rutledge uncovers
a tangle of deception involving a childs tragic fate and a woman bent
on hiding the past.

Caribbean rim
by Randy Wayne White
When a discriminating director of the Florida Division of Historical
Resources and his young assistant go missing, Doc Ford navigates a
high-stakes mission to fight a murder charge against his amateur
archaeologist friend.
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Mystery

The last Mrs. Summers

Swift vengeance

by Rhys Bowen

by T. Jefferson Parker

Helping her friend inspect a recently inherited but uninhabitable
Cornwall property, Georgie investigates a bossy host's suspicions that
her husband murdered his first wife, allegations that are complicated
by a creepy housekeeper and a long-ago tragedy.

Tracking a mysterious killer who has been targeting drone operators,
PI Roland Ford strikes an uneasy alliance with an FBI agent who is
haunted by Bureau failures. By the New York Times best-selling
author of The Room of White Fire.

Guilty not guilty

All the devils are here

by Felix Francis

by Louise Penny

A volunteer horseracing steward finds his life upended by sensational
media allegations about the violent death of his beloved wife and his
dangerous efforts to clear his name by capturing the true killer. By the
author of Crisis.

Horrified when his billionaire godfather is targeted in a near-fatal
accident, Chief Inspector Gamache follows clues deep within the Paris
Archives to uncover gruesome, decades-old secrets.

Death by chocolate snickerdoodle

A crafter quilts a crime

by Sarah Graves

by Holly Quinn

Begged to prove the innocence of a sweet-natured neighbor who has
been accused of murdering an unscrupulous curmudgeon, Jake and
Ellie race to identify the killer in the face of a wildfire that cuts off their
mainland access.

Craft store owner Sammy Kane investigates after a popular quilter
dies in the middle of a live mannequin window display contest, in the
third novel of the series following A Crafter Hooks a Killer.

The king's justice

A conspiracy of bones

by Susan Elia MacNeal

by Kathy Reichs

Secret agent and spy Maggie Hope, traumatized by her past and
living dangerously, gets entangled in another crime when a stolen
violin is linked to a serial killer terrorizing London during World War II.

Forensic anthropologist Temperance Brennan struggles to identify a
faceless murder victim in possession of her cell number, a mystery
that is entangled with a decade-old missing-child case. By a #1 New
York Times best-selling author.

Dead land

The K team

by Sara Paretsky

by David Rosenfelt

Dragged by her impetuous goddaughter into a legal battle over a
clandestine deal that is threatening community land, V. I. Warshawski
uncovers a developer scheme that ends the life of the young man her
goddaughter is dating.

The K Team, retired police officer Corey Douglas, his K-9 partner,
former cop Laurie Carpenter, and her partner Marcus, take their first
case--a local judge being blackmailed.

